Release Notes for Grants Online Version 4.06
Date Deployed: February 25, 2011

Global

a. A new feature has been added to allow users to reset their own passwords after setting up three security questions and answers. (Ticket 505650)
b. An indicator has been added next to the “Comment” icons to let the user know whether or not comments have been entered. (Ticket 513177)

Inbox Tab

a. The Competition Name is now available as a column for display on the Inbox – Tasks page. It can be added by using the “My Preferences” section under the “Account Management” tab. (Ticket 513299)

RFA Tab

a. The RFA Details page now displays the data that was selected on the subpages such as the Minimum Requirements Checklist and users selected for Application Routing. (Tickets 508317)
b. When a change is made to the CFDA number on the RFA details page of a Competitive RFA, it will also change on the FFO. (Ticket 510467).
c. Now that most FFOS will not be published in the Federal Register, at the request of FALD, a new field has been added to the RFA Details page of a Competitive RFA to indicate if it is for a new program. (Ticket 511965)

Application Tab

a. A separate Reviewer Instruction document is automatically created when a Competition is created or when a Review Event is created (if one does not already exist). (Ticket 508452)
b. Unused options were removed from the Conduct Negotiations Action dropdown list. (Ticket 511630)
c. ACCS lines can no longer be edited on a locked Procurement Request. (Ticket 501058)
d. The Selection Package page and workflow have been enhanced to utilize current and future capabilities of the system to automatically generate components of the Selection Package, eliminating the need for Federal Program Offices to develop multiple spreadsheets. (Tickets 508472, 508474, 508475)
e. The “Conduct Negotiations” page has been slightly modified for a more logical data entry flow. (Ticket 508477)
f. The “Reassign Program Officer” feature has been fixed. (Ticket 512221)

Awards Tab

a. Grants Officer tasks can no longer be reassigned to Grants Specialists who do not also have a Grants Officer role. Ticket (503751)
b. Spelling errors in the SF-425 Analysis have been fixed. (Ticket 512359)
c. The printed version of the SF-270 now correctly displays the certifying official. (Ticket 511195)
d. Since all grant recipients in Grants Online have access to the system, the “Electronic” indicator has been removed from the Grants File header. There are no longer any “paper” recipients. (Ticket 513170)
e. Issue causing award packages to be forwarded to the incorrect Grants Officer has been repaired. (Ticket 512423)